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ESSAY

A DAY IN THE LIFE BY DENISE MARKONISH
“One advantage of keeping a diary is that you
become aware, with reassuring clarity, of the changes
which you constantly suffer.”
—Franz Kafka

Keeping a diary is in some ways a thoroughly “old-fashioned” activity. However,
the definition of the dairy continues to expand itself. As we enter increasingly
technological times, the concept of how the diary is disseminated has drastically
evolved, from private thoughts hidden away in a secret notebook, to the open
book of social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter where we not only read
what people are thinking but where they shop for groceries and what television shows they are watching. Though the diary has shifted from the private to
the public realm, it continues to stand as a document of time, memory and mood.
The diary in art history is ever present—most artists keep sketchbooks, which
function as diaries. Pablo Picasso stated that “painting is just another way of
keeping a diary,” and photographers like Nan Goldin, Stephen Shore and
Dash Snow have used their medium to document the innermost aspects of their
lives. Two artists in particular have historically transformed the diary, as a
chronicle of time, into art: On Kawara and Felix Gonzales-Torres. Both took the
diary to new heights, creating minimalist works that point to specific dates
while highlighting global and/or personal consequences.
In the mid 1960s On Kawara began his ongoing Today series, consisting of monochromes (done nearly every day) with dates neatly painted across their
surfaces. The dates refer to the day the painting was made, and serve as their
titles (sometimes accompanied by personal notes). The paintings are individually
stored in custom boxes with a newspaper clipping from the day and the city in
which the painting was executed. Taken as a whole, this series presents a
chronology and simultaneously serves as an intimate affirmation of the artist’s
life and practice. In yet another affirmation, Kawara sent a series of telegrams,
even then an outmoded form of communication, to friends in 1970, stating, “I am
still alive.” This project has recently resurfaced through the lens of new
technology. Via http://twitter.com/on_kawara, a message appears daily stating,
“I AM STILL ALIVE.” Additional research reveals that this is in fact a project
of artist Pall Thayer (http://www.rhizome.org/discuss/view/42463). By shifting
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Kawara’s initial concept, Thayer negates the personal in favor of the mechanical,
transforming Kawara’s correspondence into a computer script that generates an
automated daily message, regardless of the artist’s present state of being.
Felix Gonzales-Torres’s work has managed to stay away from cyberspace
tampering, yet like Kawara’s work it contains elements of both the global and the
personal. Gonzalez-Torres’s oeuvre was consistently derived from his life and
the lives of those around him, often consisting of intimate portraits made through
minimalist means (i.e. stacks of candy on the floor mimicking the weight of
bodies). However, it is his “date line” pieces, begun in 1987, which relate
most directly to the diary. In these works, Gonzales-Torres compiled a list of dates
in chronological order, including names of social and political figures interspersed with cultural and personal references. Originally printed on black paper
in white text, these sheets were stacked in galleries to be distributed, in effect
handing the ownership of history over to the viewers of his work. Later,
Gonzales-Torres painted these “date lines” as friezes, positioned high on the
wall. What is not immediately apparent is that each “date line” is in fact a singular
portrait, painting a picture of someone through the lens of history.
Much like her predecessors, Mary Temple is no stranger to using an artwork
series as a way to mark time. From 2001-3 Temple worked on 1,000,000 Ellipsoids—
over 400 drawings in which she repeatedly drew and counted ellipsoid shapes
until reaching the number 1,000,000. Though there are no words, or dates, this
series comes across as an intensely personal record of time, labor and endurance.
Temple would continue to mark time when on September 24, 2007 she made
the first drawing in her Currency series after following the controversy surrounding
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s visit to Columbia University in
New York. Since that date, and similar to the rigors of 1,000,000 Ellipsoids, Temple
makes a daily drawing culled from the news. Each drawing shows one
political figure accompanied by a condensed headline. The subjects range from
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton to Benjamin Netanyahu, King Abdullah
and beyond.
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the start of that particular Beatles song, “I read the news today, oh boy…”
Everyday we are surrounded by the news in print, television and Internet forms.
Temple’s series questions this overabundance, asking how we internalize
and process this wealth of information. For Temple, drawing becomes a tool
with which to chronicle, and make sense of, this media saturation.
What elevates Temple’s series from a simple rehashing of political events is the
form in which she chooses to disseminate her information. Though she
renders each drawing by hand, Temple then returns them to the source from
which they came—the media – here through the computer. After each drawing is
complete, Temple scans it and sends the digital image to whichever venue
is exhibiting the series at that time. At each site someone prints the drawing and
hangs it on the wall in calendar format, so in effect the daily diary grows
before the viewer’s eyes. Just like Kawara and Gonzales-Torres, Temple subtly
infuses the personal into her work, while also adding a nod to minimalism
through the use of repetition and the grid. In each drawing of the Currency series
the portrait is floating on a white ground, but its placement within the page
varies. The location of the figure directly corresponds to Temple’s mood that day,
thus bringing the global back to the personal.
Temple’s work exists as a hybrid, bridging the intimate with the everyday, while
mashing together the handmade and the digital. Currency is therefore a truly
modern diary—one in which time, memory and mood become inextricably linked
with technology. Oscar Wilde wrote in The Importance of Being Earnest that
“memory… is the diary that we all carry about with us.” In Temple’s hands, her
diary of political uncertainty is a global one carried by us all. This new diary serves
as both our daily calendar and a document of our collective memory; it goes
beyond the news and points to society’s fluctuations between discomfort and
hope. Whether her portraits rise to the top or sink to the bottom of the page,
it is clear that Mary Temple read the news today, oh boy, and when she did she
entered it in a diary for all to see.

The term currency has multiple meanings in Temple’s work; it points to the idea
of keeping current or up on current events, and it also references money and
value and the ways in which these two definitions intertwine (not so coincidentally, the portraits in Temple’s series are rendered almost like the faces on
bank notes). The series began as a way to mediate the media in a sense, to hold
on to and record “a day in the life,” and to state just as John Lennon did at

	
  

